
S u m m e r  S c h o o l

Accelerate Learning Growth ALL SUMMER LONG with…

This year, Summer School offers:
•  Engaging, timely new lessons
•  Customizable lesson collections
•  Ability to pre-test and post-test
•  Real-time data and reporting 
•  Specialized teacher materials
•  Flexible professional learning

A proven, customizable solution
for students who need intervention
as a result of pandemic-related 
learning loss and other challenges



 

This Summer is Catch-Up Time with Summer School
School closures and the shift to remote and hybrid learning have caused many students to fall behind. Fortunately, 
Achieve3000’s rapid intervention solution, Summer School, can help. Drawing on the proven efficacy of Achieve3000 
Literacy, it engages students, empowers educators, and dramatically accelerates reading gains. 

Summer School

Pre-Test, Post-Test, and 
Embedded Assessments

An initial Lexile assessment places 
students in the program and 
provides educators with key data; 
ongoing embedded assessments 
monitor student performance; a 
post-test measures progress.

Access to Full Lesson Library,
PLUS New Content Weekly

Summer School gives students
access to Achieve3000 Literacy’s
entire collection of interesting,
timely, culturally relevant fiction
and nonfiction content. Plus, new
content will be added weekly. 

Integrated Learning Supports
Targeted instructional supports and scaffolds for struggling 
readers and English learners meet students at their level
and help them develop the knowledge and skills they need
to continue to grow.

Differentiated in English and Spanish
Students will have access to more than 15,000 articles, each 
of which is differentiated to 12 Lexile levels in English and
8 in Spanish.
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Students Achieved 
as Much as 6 
Months Growth
in 5 Weeks!
One of America’s largest 
urban districts used 
Summer School to target 
at-risk students. The 
results were eye-opening.

Read about these
results in the Summer
School Impact Report.

Summer School Students Made 
Lexile Gains At All Grade Levels

Beginning of 
Summer

End of 
Summer

684

724

463

107

502

153

Grade 8
(n=620)

Grade 6
(n=2341)

Grade 3
(n=2437)

Learn More

https://achieve3000.com/products/summer-school/


Empower Educators with Robust Resources
Summer School is designed to provide educators with everything they need to support students who have 
experienced significant learning loss or who require reading intervention, including a special Teacher’s Edition, 
pacing plans, and live in-person or virtual professional learning services.

 
Summer School

Teacher’s Edition Offers Real-Time Insight
With the Summer School Teacher’s Edition, educators can monitor student performance in real time. They can also 
access powerful reporting tools, including a comprehensive skills report.

Easy-to-Access Instructional Resources
Summer School offers built-in, point-of-use 
instructional resources, materials, and 
recommendations for every lesson to support
daily teacher-directed instruction.

Flexible Professional Learning Services 

Achieve3000 offers a wide variety of options when it 
comes to professional learning services, including live 
on-site training, live virtual training, as well as customized 
hybrid models.

Summer School is aligned to your state 
standards for ELA, Science, and Social Studies.



Leadership Edition Keeps Leaders in the Know
School and district leaders have access to their own edition of Summer
School, which makes it easy for them to monitor usage and performance,
so they can support teachers and drive learning growth.

Home Edition Makes Learning a Family Affair
Studies have shown family support can have a powerful effect on student 
success. Available in English and Spanish, this special edition is designed to keep 
families involved in their children's learning.

Accelerate Learning Growth and Close Gaps
with Summer School

Whether your students are struggling with foundational literacy, trying 
to strengthen their reading and writing skills, or building their content 
knowledge, Summer School  can help. This powerful program will enable 
you to accelerate literary growth, overcome learning losses due to the 
pandemic, and ensure that all your students start the 2022-23 school 
year prepared for grade-level work.

To learn more about Summer School, please call 1-800-838-8771 or visit achieve3000.com

About Achieve3000
Achieve3000, a McGraw Hill company, delivers a comprehensive learning platform that significantly accelerates and 
deepens learning in literacy, math, science, social studies, and ELA. Using personalized and differentiated solutions, 
Achieve3000 enables educators to help all students, including English learners, achieve accelerated growth. For more 
than five million students in grades PreK-12, Achieve3000 improves high-stakes test performance and drives college and 
career readiness.

Summer School

Support School Leaders and Families
At Achieve3000, we understand that any successful intervention program requires the participation and approval 
of school leaders and families. That is especially true of a summer program, which is why we have built-in 
resources and supports for these groups as well.


